Can you manufacture a panel that is two sided with two different colors or woodgrain patterns?
Yes we can. This would be considered a custom product. Call for pricing.

Can Woodgrain Prints be produced on 5’ wide sheets?
Yes, several of the colors would be available for a custom order. The following colors are NOT available in a 5’ wide sheet: Zebrano, Bistre Brown, Bourbon, Holland Oak and Burnt Umber

Can you perforate the Woodgrain Prints panels?
Yes. We will only perforate on the 5.5 mm (7/32”) substrate. Call for pricing.

What thicknesses of substrates are available in for woodgrain printing?
We currently stock 3.0 mm and 5.5 mm Woodgrain Prints, however we can print on various thicknesses and types of substrates.

Are other colors available?
Yes. Contact us for pricing and color matching capabilities

Do you offer Woodgrain Print on consignment?
No, but we offer a low minimum quantity (50 sheets one color) with pricing incentives for larger quantities and truckloads.

Will you refer people to my company as a distributor?
Yes, we intend on sending customer inquires to our distributor network and we will have a distributor locator available online which can be searched by zip code.

Can you help me with marketing materials?
Absolutely. If your company distributes our Woodgrain Prints product line, we will be happy to assist with marketing materials.

Technical Specifications
- 4’ x 8’ sheets stocked in 3.0 mm & 5.5 mm
- Available in other thicknesses & substrates
- UV top coated
- Meets all KCMA standards
- Printed one side, two sided available
- Distributed from Holland, Michigan or Eufaula, Alabama

Available Options
- Custom color matching available
- Cut-to-size
- Custom fabricated
- Perforated upon request
WOODGRAIN PRINTS

Panel Processing’s Woodgrain Prints are a different type of panel. It’s not digitally printed, it’s not veneer and it’s not laminate. The realistic look of Panel’s Woodgrain Prints is achieved utilizing a gravure printing method with a one to three color process that goes directly onto the substrate. This direct transfer print application offers a consistent transfer of ink and a high quality image with repeatable color and consistency. Multiple engraved cylinders of different wood species give this collection of Woodgrain Prints diversity and character for multiple projects. Although custom colors are available, the standard colors listed below are complementary to many industry laminates. Start your next project with Panel Processing’s Woodgrain Prints...the beginning of something stunning.

THE STANDARD COLORS

PPI-001 Cocoa Bean
Similar to L444 Chocolate Pear Tree

PPI-002 Java
Similar to L489 Copa Cabana

PPI-003 Acer Maple
Similar to L303 Hard Rock Maple

PPI-004 Autumn Mist
Similar to L420 Summer Flame

PPI-005 Cognac
Similar to L485 Concerto

PPI-006 Flax Maple
Similar to L476 Prestige Maple

PPI-007 Bistre Brown
Similar to WF203 Seria

PPI-008 Bourbon
Similar to WF204 Baroque

PPI-009 Holland Oak
Similar to WF344 Queenston Oak

PPI-010 Zebrano
Similar to L477 Tuxedo

PPI-011 Burnt Umber
Similar to L477 Tuxedo

PPI-012 Hilltop Cherry
Similar to L367 Woodlawn Cherry

PPI-013 Montgomery Maple
Similar to L478 Ruby Planked Maple

PPI-014 Panel Mahogany
Similar to L309 Mahogany

PPI-015 Rich Cherry
Similar to L807 Burnito Cherry

PPI-016 Antique Whitewash

PPI-017 Panel White

PPI-018 Ivory

PPI-019 Pewter Gray

PPI-020 Ebony

PPI-023 Asian Sand
Similar to 7952 Asian Sand

The Distributor Program
Shown below are the standard Woodgrain Colors and patterns. Although not shown, our distributor program includes several solid painted panels and sheet stock of Chalkboard and Markerboard.

800.433.7142
www.panel.com
120 North Industrial Hwy.
Alpena, MI 49707